


Every generation in the modern era has experienced profound shifts in 
information and entertainment. When consumers began buying game 
consoles, handheld electronic stand-alone games and then personal 
computers in the 1970s, video games were sold as toys. In public places, 
upright arcade games were novel amusements. These were considered the 
preserve of youth and trivial interests. Above all, video games were fun. They 
challenged and they entertained. 

By the 1990s video and computer games had grown more varied and 
complex. They provided more fun, more excitement and imaginative new 
interactive experiences to their mainly young audience. They began telling 
detailed stories and serving up ever more challenging puzzles.

In the mid-2000s we began documenting game audiences at a time 
when an active culture had formed to surround and celebrate interactive 
games and when the first players had become adults. Other adults, who 
hadn’t played games before, began to play. So-called family and party 
games became global successes. The audience for games, which had been 
dominated by males, included increasing proportions of female players. 
The academic field of game studies and the study of game play (ludology) 
emerged during this decade. And game publishers grew large into large 
international businesses.

Not everyone celebrated the growth and establishment of games. Concerns 
about violence in particular were a common focus in stories about video 
games in mainstream media. One academic, Janet Murray, explained that all 
new media are distrusted until the next, newer medium comes along. The 
moral panic about a medium starts early, centred on the knowledge that it 
is popular with youth, peaks as more people are entertained by it, and then 
fades as older and larger audiences adopt and adapt. It happened for books, 
movies, rock music, television and video games. Online and social media 
concern us today. 

Through the Digital Australia series of audience studies that began in 2005 
we’ve shown the proportion of households with games has grown from 

around 7 in 10 to 9 in 10. We’ve shown that the average player age has gone 
from the mid-20s to the mid-30s. We’ve shown increasingly equal gender 
representation among players. We’ve also shown growing awareness and 
acceptance of the positive potential of games for culture and cohesion, for 
imagination and social interaction. 

Today the fun continues through interactive games. Their purpose is mainly 
to entertain and engage. Their progress, however is to inform and persuade, 
to educate and illuminate.  They are used in schools and workplaces, in 
hospitals and parks. They are played by billions and made by millions all 
over the world. They are a celebration of human imagination, innovation 
and culture. This report, the seventh of its kind in Australia and one of the 
longest running research projects about game audiences in the world, 
presents four simple themes to explore the progress and purpose of games. 
These themes are:

Function - How do we play video games over the lifespan? When do we 
play them, for how long, under what social and environmental conditions 
and with what devices?

Motive - Why do we play video games in childhood and throughout life?

Intention - How do we use games intentionally, with planning and rules to 
get the most benefit out of them and minimise real or perceived risk?

Advantage - What social, cultural, educational, vocational or professional 
uses and benefits arise from games?

The advent of rapidly changing consumer electronics and computers, of 
new ways to produce software, of mobile devices and app ecologies has 
propelled games to the mainstream. From the eight generation of home 
consoles, to the latest dedicated handhelds, to ever more powerful personal 
computers, to mobile phones and tablets, to the rapid spread of virtual 
reality components,  interactive games are woven into the fabric of our 
culture – a culture more nuanced and capable of enjoying the benefits of 
the digital economy than ever before. This report extends our knowledge of 
games and the Australians who play them.   -- Prof. Jeffrey E. Brand
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FUNCTION -  GAMES HOUSEHOLDS 
97% of homes with children have computer games. 
60% of households have five or more screens.
80% of game households have more than one game device.
16% of game households have a virtual reality headset.
33% choose not to download games due to data limits.

FUNCTION -  WHO PLAYS   
67% of Australians play video games.
46% of video game players are female. 
34 years old is the average age of video game players. 
77% of players are aged 18 years or older. 
43% of those aged 65 and over play video games. 
13 years - the average length of time adult players have been playing. 

FUNCTION  -  HOW WE PLAY 
89 Minutes is the average daily total of all game play.
98 Minutes is the average daily total play for males.
77 Minutes is the average daily total play for females. 
10 Minutes, twice a day is typical for casual game play. 
1 Hour, daily is typical for in-depth game play.  

MOTIVE  -  WHY WE PLAY 
Pass time, have fun – top reasons younger adults play.
Have fun and de-stress – top reasons working-age adults play. 
Passing time, keeping an active mind - top reasons older adults play.

MOTIVE  -  GAME PLAY SHARING CULTURE 
68% have used walkthroughs, videos or wikis to help their gameplay.
28% have posted their own videos of gameplay. 33% have watched 
e-sports. Of these players…

 52% watch to learn strategies for improved gameplay.
 10% watch to follow an e-sports team. 

INTENTION  -  FAMILIES AND PLAY 
60% of parents play with their children in the same room.
44% of parents play online games with their children.
81% are familiar with family controls on game systems.
84% of parents have talked with a child about playing safely online. 

ADVANTAGE  -  GAMES AND WELLBEING 
For better health, participants said video games … 
 84% can improve thinking skills. 
 78% can improve dexterity.
 59% can help manage pain.
For positive ageing, participants said video games…  
 90% say video games may increase mental stimulation. 
 80% say video games may fight dementia. 
 54% say video games may increase mobility. 

ADVANTAGE  – GAMES, LEARNING AND WORK 
Using video games for work … 
 34% have used games at work related to better work knowledge.  
 26% have used games at work to learn health and safety rules.
Using video games in schools parents say video games … 
 71% can be effective for teaching students.
 50% have been used by their children in the school curriculum.  

ADVANTAGE  -  GAMES BUSINESS 
76% say making video games in Australia benefits the Australian economy.
20% was growth rate of the Australian game industry in 2016.  

METHODS
Digital Australia 2018 (DA18) is a study of 1234 Australian households and 
3135 individuals of all ages in those households. Participants were drawn 
randomly from the Nielsen Your Voice Panel in March 2017; research was 
designed at Bond University. The margin of error is ±2.7%.
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